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When Sandra Buyck joined Titto as a designer, she immediately acknowledged 

Titto’s strengths and unique DNA. The Belgian brand is known for its endless 

mixing and matching of materials and playful, surprising designs as well as its use 

of natural and semiprecious stones. A clean slate was never necessary, however, 

Sandra did come across the seasonal challenge to keep surprising the Titto 

woman with new styles that match her personal style evolution.

This autumn/winter 2019 season, Titto is embracing our love for the usage 

and respect of natural elements by focusing even more on one Titto’s key 

characteristics: natural and semiprecious stones. While they have always been 

a part of Titto’s designs, the integration of these natural stones is omnipresent 

throughout the AW19 collection. 

These colourful stones enhance the natural elements of Titto’s collection ranging 

from leather and fabric elements to colourful fur pompons and beaded details. 

Aside from bringing the designs to a higher level, these natural and semiprecious 

stones are stepping up their own game on a whole other level, namely: their colour 

nuances. For AW19 Titto’s natural stones no longer stick to one colour scheme, 

but up the ante by showcasing different hues within the same stone, sometimes 

even with gold or silver tones for an even more festive approach. 

This colourful approach is typical for Titto and is felt throughout the different 

seasons and different themes within each season. Where ‘Botanical blue’ takes 

you on a walk through a moonlight lit winter garden, ‘Amber green’ brings 

warmth and golden hues to the season. ‘Queen of hearts’ adds more feminine 

and romantic tones into the season’s mix and ‘Winterbird’ in its turns provides 

a necessary indulgence of cosiness and soft to the touch materials. As you’ve 

grown used to, each theme comes with a variety of necklaces, bracelets, earrings 

and scarves that can be mixed in and outside each of the set colour palettes and 

moods. 

While it’s Titto’s and Sandra’s mission to keep surprising the Titto woman, it’s 

you that continues to surprise Titto. Each Titto woman is known to mix, match 

and style each item in her own particular ways, according to her own style and 

aesthetic for the day. That’s what we hope for, that’s what we love. Stay yourself, 

be true to yourself and style Titto your own unique way.
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If you’re looking for a true visionary chameleon, Sandra Buyck is your 

woman. The young and new designer at De Spiegelaere has a strong set 

of ideas and the passion to realise them. Starting out as a photography 

student, Sandra soon noticed that fashion would always find its way 

through her work. “I constantly found myself creating details and small 

accessories to make my portraits stronger, to add a sense of fashion 

to them,” she explains. “I decided that I wanted to be able to make 

these things professionally and enrolled to become a goldsmith. I’m 

a firm believer in the power of combining multiple talents. They make 

each other stronger. I’m able to combine my vision as a photographer 

to that of me as a jewellery designer. An incredible advantage if I may 

say so myself (laughs).” 

After her studies Sandra moved to London to work for accessories label Michelle Lowe-

Holder. There she finally had the chance to combine all her different assets in order to 

create conceptualised collections and imagery. After London, the travel bug in Sandra 

had awoken and she set out to China, to showcase her photography and jewellery work. 

There a whole new world, filled with inspiration and materials, opened up to her and her 

own label, Inzane Jewellery. It’s China that ultimately forged the link between this young 

designer and Titto. “Titto selects all their raw materials in China, from fabrics to freshwater 

pearls and semi-precious stones. Everything is found there,” Sandra says enthusiastically. 

“That’s also the power of Titto. Searching for the best stones. Real stones. No plastic 

materials. And still keeping everything affordable. It’s extremely rewarding to work for a 

collection that takes such pride in the materials they use.” 

Staying true to the brand’s craft, history and DNA, Sandra found a way to inject a bit 

of herself in her first collection. “I wanted to add some punch. A bit of drama,” Sandra 

laughs. “Today’s women are fierce, they’ve got balls and attitude. And the collection needs 

to represent that. When I’m designing, I take everything into account: the trend forecasts, 

our diverse customers, my own aesthetic and feel for what I find lacking in today’s offer. All 

those elements are then combined with inspiration coming from art and music to travels.” 

The new vibe can be felt strongly throughout the entire collection and yet you never have 

the feeling of dealing with a new brand. Sandra managed to add a fresher feel, a younger 

vibe to Titto, but stayed true to classics and timeless style. After all, that’s the ultimate goal 

for all jewellery: “Stylish pieces that are unique but can stand the test of time.”

Titto’s autumn/winter 2019 collection offers so many new options 

and choices that it’s hard to believe that designer Sandra Buyck 

still had time to sleep. From pompon hats and leather gloves with 

fur details to luxurious ponchos, duelling textures, new practical 

closures systems and innovative new necklace designs… everything 

was done to surprise the Titto woman while remaining true to Titto’s 

vision and identity.

The Belgian brand’s motto for ‘more is more’ can, therefore, be felt 

in the entire collection. More natural stones, more semiprecious 

stones, more colour, more texture… In other words: more fun. This 

approach allows the Titto woman more than ever to style each item 

according to her mood and to interpret each seasonal theme her 

own way.

SANDRA

TITTO
The new seasonal additions can be found within the various themes. 

While the soft fur and faux-fur elements are ever present in the fluffy 

‘Winterbird’ collection, metallic and golden touches and sparkles 

can be found in romantic ‘Amber green’ and seductive ‘Queen of 

hearts’. ‘Botanical blue’ in its turn embraces the floral elements in 

dainty earrings and flower leaflet laser cuts. 

While each theme has its own colour palette and vision, the fun and 

Titto spirit lies within the endless combinations you can make within 

and outside of each theme. By mixing and matching you can create 

your own unique vision, from ‘Queen of birds’ to ‘Amber botanical’.
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This autumn/winter 2019, Titto’s endless options of short, long, 

statement and minimalist necklaces is everything you’ll be lusting 

after. This season, jewellery trends shine the spotlight on mixing 

materials and layering necklaces in a thought through, put 

together way. There’s a secret to a well-layered style and Sandra 

Buyck cracked the code: duality. It’s this combination of lengths 

and different materials that make a gorgeous layered neckline 

look. So for AW19, Sandra focused on this alchemy between 

materials and ran with it. Matte finishes versus shiny, fabric 

chains, pendant metallic chokers, colourful beads, natural stone 

pendants, fluffy pompons or sleek statement pieces. Sandra 

let her imagination run wild and explored a range of new styles 

and possibilities. All of these pieces can be mixed together in 

response to the season’s layered trend, but are also strong and 

timeless enough to be worn as a single statement piece. 

As an extra addition, a completely new necklace style was 

created this season, the Y-necklace. The strength of this piece 

lies in its versatility. You can adjust the length according to your 

outfit, neckline and to the necklaces you’re combining it with. 

Making it this season’s essential for the perfect layered style. 
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NECKLACES
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gold silver



17

long necklace with pendant stone drop form

ACHILLE € 29



18

rose gold silvergold



19

long metallic necklace with pendant oval gemstone & metallic circles

ADELIN € 35



20

red light brownblue

dark brown blackgrey



21

long daim necklace with oval stones & coloured freshwater pearls

ADRIEN € 35



22

rose gold silvergold



23

short double metallic necklace with 2 pearls

AIME € 35



24

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



25

long necklace with pendant 3 flowers

ALAIN € 35



26

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



27

 long metallic necklace with round pearl pendant

ALBERT € 35



28

pink blackgrey



29

long braide necklace with faceted stones pendant

AMO € 35



30

magenta blue

blackemerald



31

long necklace with pendant pearl shell & gemstone

ANATOLE € 39



32

pearl bronzewine blue

silver blackgrey



33

long daim necklace with pearl shell flosh & feather

ANDRE € 39



34

nude petrolplum blue

khaki greygold black



35

 long necklace faceted stones & glass pearls 
with faceted stone flosh

ARAMIS € 39



36

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



37

long small metallic necklace with 2 triangle pendants

ARMAND € 39



38

white bluenude



39

long necklace with geometric resin & oval pearl shell

ARTUS € 39



40

gold gun metalsilver



41

long metallic necklace with 2 metallic balls

AUDRIC € 39



42

gold gun metalsilver



43

short metallic necklace with twisted rectangular

BASILE € 39



44

pink red

leopardblue



45

adjustable necklace with leather pendant

BAYARD € 39



46

gold gun metalsilver



47

long metallic necklace with 2 coloured pearls

BENOIT € 39



48

pink purple

blue grey

black



49

long faceted stone necklace with cord ring & faceted stone pendant

BODEN € 49



50

pearl khakiblue olive

bronze greysilver black



51

BOVY € 49

long necklace 1/2 faceted stones & 1/2 textile links with pearl shell



52

orange red

greyblue



53

long metallic necklace with circle pendant & coloured beads

BOIS € 49



54

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



55

long metallic necklace with small pearls &
large metallic amulet pendant

BRIAND € 49



56

cream blue

dark brownlight brown



57

long necklace 1/2 coloured pearls & 1/2 metallic links 
with metallic flosh

CABLE € 49



58

red purple

blackbrown



59

long double metallic necklace pendant resin hammer form

CASE € 49



60

orange red

greyblue



61

long metallic necklace with coloured resin drop form pendant

CHAPIN € 59



62

gold gun metalsilver



63

long necklace small faceted stones rectangular metallic pendant

CHEVAL € 59



64

rose gold silvergold



65

long faceted stone necklace with metallic pendant & natural stone

CLEMENT € 65



66

red light brownblue

dark brown blackgrey



67

long cord necklace with fur pompon & 2 dropform stones

CONSTANT € 69



68

white sandolive

coffee greybrown



69

short necklace flamed pearls & small gold pearls

COURT € 75



70

white winered

blue silveroil



71

short necklace coloured pearls & small gold pearls

DARCIO € 75



72

white pinkchampagne

lilac greyblue



73

short necklace different formes of coloured stones & gold pearls

DASH € 79



74

beige bluered

olive blackgrey



75

long faceted stone necklace with fur pompon & faceted stone flosh

DAVET € 79



76

red blue

oil gold

silver



77

short square faceted stones necklace

DELRON € 85



78

gold gun metalsilver



79

short necklace multiple metallic links

DENNIS € 95
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As fashion lovers, the word practical isn’t one that 

often comes to mind when describing a collection. 

Yet, this AW19 season, Titto focused on practicality for 

its bracelets. Since wrapping and stacking bracelets 

can be a time-consuming hassle, designer Sandra 

Buyck decided to design innovative bracelets, but with 

a functional design. That’s why a lot of this season’s 

beautiful designs are made on elastic to easily slide on 

(or off) your wrist. Another innovation is the magnetic 

wrap bracelets, eliminating clumsy twists and turns 

with your wrist to close a tiny lock. But Titto wouldn’t 

be Titto without adding its colours, quirkiness and 

materials into the mix. Leather that intertwines with 

metallic bangles, matte and glossy finishes, leopard 

prints, fabrics matched with colourful stones, soft fur 

(or faux-fur) and daintily beaded sets. Keep stacking 

or stick to a single favourite, but we believe in more is 

more. Especially when it’s this easy, don’t you agree?

BRACELETS



82

red blue

brown grey

black



83

large leather bracelet with metallic garnish

DESIRE € 19



84

red blue

gold silver

black



85

wrapbracelet

DION € 19



86

nude petrolplum blue

khaki greygold black



87

set of 5 bracelets faceted stones & glass pearls

DUVAL € 25



88

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



89

bangle small

EDGARD € 25



90

blue blackbrown



91

large leather bangle with panter print

ERIC € 25



92

rose gold silvergold



93

bracelet metallic links & pearl shell

ERWAN € 29



94

pearl khakiblue olive

bronze greysilver black



95

wrapbracelet 2/3 faceted stones & 1/3 textile links with pearl shell

EVIAN € 29



96

pearl bronzewine blue

silver blackgrey



97

wrapbracelet 2/3 pearl shell & 1/3 daim with pearl shell

EVRARD € 29



98

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



99

large bracelet

FISTON € 29



100

gold silver



101

spiral with zirkonia & pearls

FLORUS € 35



102

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



103

metallic spiral

FRASIER € 35



104

beige blueorange red

olive greybrown black



105

bracelet fur & coloured pearls

GARRIN € 45



106

white sandolive

coffee greybrown



107

bracelet flamed pearls

GILLES € 45



108

white winered

blue silveroil



109

bracelet coloured pearls & small gold pearls

GERVAIS € 45



110

white pinkchampagne

lilac greyblue



111

bracelet diamond form pearl shell & coloured pearls

GUY € 45



112

red blue

oil gold

silver



113

bracelet square faceted stones

HARBIN € 55



114

beige bluered

olive blackgrey



115

set of 2 bracelets small faceted stones & fur pompon

HECTOR € 55
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The Titto woman loves to wear jewellery and while 

she may opt for an arm party one day, she won’t shy 

away from some ear candy the next day. For autumn/

winter 2019, Sandra Buyck looked at Titto’s earring 

collection like a real candy shop. Creating a wide 

variety of styles and shapes that can be mixed and 

matched accordingly. The playful elements this season 

are notably present in a stylish design with moving 

parts and frivolous floral leaflets that dance in the wind. 

The sculptural flower shapes are designed close to the 

ear but maybe a more classic hoop has already got you 

sold. Finished with coloured gemstones, soft pompons 

and enamelled colour palettes, you’ll be like a kid in a 

candy store: spoiled for choice.

EARRINGS



118

gold silver



119

metallic paint spatter short

HERCULE € 15



120

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



121

earrings drop form

HORACE € 19



122

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



123

rings

IGNACE € 19



124

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



125

square matte

JEROME  € 19



126

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



127

2 sticks

JOEL € 19



128

brown black



129

chain with metallic & coloured ball

KERMAN € 19



130

white blue

gold silver

black



131

natural stone on ear

LANCE € 25



132

pink purple

blue grey

black



133

rectangular with pearls

LAZARE € 25



134

white purple

blue green

grey



135

flower earring

LEONCE € 25



136

gold silver



137

butterfly

LINUS € 25



138

white bluenude



139

geometric resin with oval pear shell pendant

LIONEL € 29



140

white red

blackblue



141

resin flower

LUC € 29



142

gold silver



143

metallic & oyster circle

MARCEL € 29



144

gold silver



145

circle with triangle formed pearls

MARIN € 29



146

gold silver



147

bunch small freshwater pearls

MATHIEU € 29



148

gold gun metalsilver



149

metallic leaf

MAURICE € 35



150

beige bluered

olive blackgrey



151

drop form faceted stone with fur pendant

MONET € 35



152

white sandolive

coffee greybrown



153

small faceted stone with flamed pearl pendant

NAPIER € 39



154

white winered

blue silveroil



155

pearl on ear

NICOLAS € 39



156

fuchsia red

blackpurple



157

oval faceted stone pendant

NOEL € 45



158

beige bluewine

caramel blackgrey



159

round faceted stone with fur pompon pendant

OCTAVE € 49



160

rose gold silvergold



161

square faceted stone with metallic oval pendant

OLIVIER € 49



162

white pinkchampagne

lilac greyblue



163

pearl with pearl shell pendant

ORS € 49



164

fuchsia purple

green brown

black



165

metallic round with round faceted stone pendant

PARFAIT € 49
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SCARVES

What’s an autumn/winter season without a gorgeous 

new scarf? This season, Titto expands its wrap styles 

with even more prints, fabrics and options than before. 

From retro botanicals or subtle sparkles to wild animal 

prints and unique metallic weave techniques in gold 

or silver, there’s a style for every outfit and situation. 

Aside from that, Titto enlarges its accessory range 

this autumn/winter 2019 season by adding three cosy 

pompon hats to its collection with matching leather 

gloves, finished with lush fur for extra warm hands. And 

just in case the cold gets to you even with a scarf, the 

new luxury poncho in native blue and mouse grey is 

sure to keep you warm and toasty.
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white blackred



169

Material: 100% silk
Dimensions: 50 x 50 cm

PAPILLON € 25



170

pink wine



171

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 180 x 90 cm

PARIS € 29



172

red blackblue



173

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 170 x 70 cm

PATRIC € 29



174

pink wine

greyblue



175

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 80 cm

PEPPIN € 29



176

pink greyblue



177

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 180 x 90 cm

PIERRE € 35



178

purple brownblue



179

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 185 X 75 cm

PONS € 35



180

cream bluewine



181

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 170 x 70 cm

QUINCY € 35



182

pink brown



183

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 110 x 110 cm

RANIER € 39



184

taupe silvergold



185

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 170 x 70 cm

RAOUL € 39



186

salmon blackwine



187

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 170 x 70 cm

(germany)

REMI € 39



188

brown grey



189

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 180 x 87 cm

RENE € 39



190

pink blackgrey



191

Material: 75% polyester - 25% viscose
Dimensions: 200 x 150 cm

RICHARD € 39



192

cream bluewine



193

Material: 40% silk - 60% viscose
Dimensions: 185 x 75 cm

ROGER € 39



194

pink blackgrey



195

Material: 100% acrylic + rabbit fur pompon

RUFF € 49



196

pink brown



197

Material: 50% coton - 50% acrylic
Dimensions: 176 x 67 cm

SENIOR € 49



198

salmon blackgrey



199

Material: 100% acrylic
Dimensions: 180 x 70 cm

SERGE € 49



200

cream blackgrey



201

Material: 75% polyester - 25% viscose
Dimensions: 190 x 70 cm

SILVAIN € 49



202

pink wine

blackgrey



203

Material: wool - leather - rabbit fur

SOREL € 59



204

nude greyblue



205

Material: 100% wool
Dimensions: 200 x 70 cm

(germany)

STEPHAN € 69



206

pink blackgrey



207

Material: 100% long hair rabbit fur
Dimensions: 85 x 15 cm

TELFOR € 75



208

wine blue



209

Material: 100% silk
Dimensions: 190 x 50 cm

 THIERRY € 79



210

pink brownblue



211

Material: 100% viscose + rabbit fur
Dimensions: 180 x 90 cm

URBAIN € 95



212

pink blue

khaki brown

black



213

Material: 100% viscose + fur pompon 
Dimensions: 180 x 90 cm

TIMO € 99



214

blue gold



215

Material: 100% silk
Dimensions: 110 x 110 cm

VALLIS € 99



216

blue grey



217

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 75 cm

VARDON € 139



218

cream black



219

Material: 80% acrylic + 20% polyester
Dimensions: 100 x 52 cm

VICK € 139



220

cream blackdenim



221

Material: 91% wool - 9% polyester
Dimensions: 210 x 70 cm

WIATT € 145



222

wine blackgrey



223

Material: 100% polyester + fox fur
Dimensions: 170 x 70 cm

XAVIER € 149
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CONDITIONS

presentation displays, exchanges, delivery,

payment conditions, ...
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presentation materials F/W 2019

value for free from ...

display
jewels
small

€ 30 ... initial order of € 1.000

display
jewels
large

€ 37,5 ... initial order of € 1.500

combination
display
jewels
small & large

€ 67,50 ... initial order of € 2.000

presentation
bloc
jewels

€ 16,5
... initial order of € 1.000 
    (max. 1/point of sale)



227

value for free from ...

display
jewels
small

€ 30 ... initial order of € 1.000

display
jewels
large

€ 37,5 ... initial order of € 1.500

combination
display
jewels
small & large

€ 67,50 ... initial order of € 2.000

presentation
bloc
jewels

€ 16,5
... initial order of € 1.000 
    (max. 1/point of sale)

presentation materials F/W 2019

bag
jewels

€ 0,75
according to number of
ordered necklaces

bag
scarves

€ 0,50
according to number of
ordered scarves

catalog € 8

1 catalog / customer

2 from an initial order
of € 1.000

leaflet
(25 /package)

€ 4
per 50 pieces ordered:
1 package

cardboard
(2 pieces)

€ 5 2 per customer

value number
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CONDITIONS EXCHANGE

- The exchange applies to jewelery – scarves are not exchanged

- Up to 30% of the value of the initial order can be exchanged

- Jewelery can be exchanged for jewelery (and not for scarves)

- The exchange option exists for every customer who placed an initial order 
             of at least 1.500 euros per point of sale

- The final date on which an exchange is possible, is:
    -> October 15th for the winter collection
    -> April 15th for the summer collection

- You can exchange once a season

- In case of unpaid invoices, the possibility of exchange will lapse

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Franco delivery:
  - deliveries are free from an order of 4 pieces
  - for an order of less than 4 pieces, the postage costs are 10 euros

- Payment conditions:
  - discount for cash: 2% (within 10 days)
  - payment term: 30 days end of month

- Catalog: 
             the new catalog will be delivered together with the delivery of the collection

- Campaign images:
  - the campaign images will be available online:  
    http://www.despiegelaere.be from mid November / May  
  - if you need them earlier, they can also be sent by e-mail
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Titto
Nieuwe Abelestraat 20
B - 8800 Roeselare
+ 32 51 23 29 00
titto.be
info@despiegelaere.be

—
collection & photography by Sandra Buyck

thanks to Goedele Bocken and Geert Martens for the beautiful location in Kampenhout
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